Highlights of the St. Louis Student Transfer Program

In the Building Bridges program,
three Rockwood reading specialists meet monthly
with a group of VICC families at Harris Stowe State
University to teach the parents strategies used at
school so they can reinforce them at home.
Here, Sharon Arsenault, left, works with parents
Ambria Branch and Elijah Clark. “When parents
are confident about working with their children
at home, they are more apt to do it, which greatly
benefits the students,” explains Arsenault.
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ROCKWOOD EDUCATORS TEACH PARENTS
HOW TO HELP THEIR CHILDREN

Teachers Travel Monthly to City for Family Program
by Peggy Magee

A group of Rockwood VICC students
have made steady progress in reading and acquired more enthusiasm
for learning in general, thanks to a
program that teaches parents how
to help their children become better
readers. The program, Building
Bridges, is a partnership between
the Rockwood district, the VICC Office and Harris-Stowe State University College of Education.

The guiding principle behind Building Bridges is that parents can impact
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their children’s mastery of reading and
general academic growth by spending
time at home working with them. “The
idea is to teach parents the language
and strategies we use at school so they
can replicate them at home,” explains
Sharon Arsenault, program visionary
and reading specialist at Rockwood’s
Kehrs Mills Elementary School. “When
parents can reinforce what their children
learn at school, the children will make
more progress.”
The idea for the program came
about when Arsenault and two other
Rockwood reading specialists, Terry
Brown of Ellisville Elementary and Lisa
Lennon of Kellison Elementary, discov-

ered their shared passion for wanting
all children to be academically successful. They attended workshops about
the achievement gap to learn what
can be done to close it. “The research
overwhelmingly points to the power
of relationships between school and
home,” notes Lisa Lennon. To build
those relationships, the trio — on a
volunteer basis — travel to parents and
involve them in a project to benefit their
children.”
After months of planning, collaborating and training, Building Bridges began in earnest last September. Meetings
are held evenings, generally the third
Tuesday of the month, at Harris Stowe.

See inside, Rockwood Educators Teach Parents

in those areas. Our goal is to cultivate
more minority and home grown talent for
this growing industry.”
According to Clatto, the CSMB experience “takes bits and pieces from highlyregarded high schools throughout the
nation.” This includes honors courses
in every subject — all geared toward
Advanced Placement assessments, the offering of Latin (highly used in medical terminology), an iPad for every student, ACT
and SAT prep built into the curriculum,
and an honor code (part of its emphasis
on academic integrity).
The health science curriculum is modeled after some of the best performing
private and public high schools in the
country, most notably DeBackey High
School for Health Professions in Houston,
TX, recently ranked #26 in the country by
U.S. News and World Report and #31 for
math and science education. “Our track
at CSMB requires five mathematics and
six science course sequences,” points out
Clatto.
To provide students with a well-rounded education, the small school boasts an
orchestra (one of two in the district), art
education, a drama club, a debate team,
a robotics team and an intramural sports
program. Its community service program
is designed to produce students with
compassion who want to give back. A
strong emphasis on character, integrity
and work ethic permeates the school.
The hands-on medical component
is provided through visits and learning
opportunities at local medical and research institutions with whom the school
maintains partnerships. A CSMB advisory
board is comprised of professors, administrators and other professionals from
medical and research institutions such as
Washington University Medical School, St.
Louis University School of Medicine, BJC,
Goldfarb School of Nursing at Barnes-Jewish College, St. Louis College of Pharmacy
and Cortex Innovation Community. All
students are paired with a mentor from
the medical field who meets with them
regularly to provide insight and guidance.
As seniors, students will do an internship
aligned with their career interests.
The school’s selective admissions
policy is based on academics, attendance,
an essay, letters of recommendation and
a student/parent interview. All incoming freshmen participated in a one-week
orientation featuring workshops on topics
such as Seven Habits of Highly Effective
Teens and Maintaining a Healthy Lifestyle,
visits to local medical facilities, math and
reading assessments for accurate class

placements and a tour and history of the
school neighborhood.
Now fully immersed in their first year,
students overwhelmingly give kudos to
the program. And those from St. Louis
county who took an especially big leap
of faith — pulling out of their reputable
districts to enroll in a new city public
school with no track record — point out
the various features that make it a good fit
for them.
Andrea Jennemann, from the Lindbergh school district, likes the challenging
curriculum and the insight she is gaining
about professions within the medical
field. “I have always wanted to become an
anesthesiologist, but other ideas are now
floating around in my head. The program
at CSMB has helped me think about my
future, what I’m looking for in a college
and the options I have.”
Emily Nelson, of the Ladue school
district, likes the small school environment
and the fact that CSMB is harder than
her other schools. “It’s not a waste of my
time,” reports the aspiring neurosurgeon.
And while the material is difficult, “our
teachers give us help and support,” she
confirms.
The partnerships with medical institutions provide “huge opportunities for us,”
points out Hamza Jalal, of the Parkway
district. Already students have visited
SLU and Washington University medical
schools, as well as Goldfarb School of
Nursing at Barnes-Jewish College. “We
saw a high-fidelity clinical simulator used
to train medical students and heard about
how doctors make diagnoses. These visits
are quite hands-on and very valuable.”
Noah Hamoud, of the Valley Park
district, mentions the low student/teacher
ratio (11:1) when talking about the positive
learning environment at his school. “We
also take higher level classes earlier than
students at other schools.” He likes the experience of attending a school where the
student population is so diverse. “We’re
all closely connected, like a family. Everyone wants each other to be as successful
as can be.”
Chip Clatto is justifiably proud of the
school he has created with the help of his
team of educators and professionals —
those within the school and district, as
well as those affiliated with medical and
research facilities. “There are so many
possibilities for our school in terms of being able to supply a local workforce for the
medical and research fields.”

ROCKWOOD EDUCATORS TEA
Gathered together are the three
Rockwood reading specialists and six
families. Family participation is based
on the students’ normed test scores
(bench mark data) and the interest
and commitment of the parents. The
children, who range from kindergarten to grade seven, accompany their
parents and the evening begins with
dinner and fellowship. The meal, along
with other supplies needed for the program, are purchased with Rockwood
grant funds and support from the VICC
Office.
Several of the parents received
training from the reading specialists
last school year and are designated as
parent coaches. After the reading specialists present the evening’s material,
the parent coaches get together with
the other parents and work with them
on what was
covered. “Research shows
that people
understand
best when
they learn from
someone with
whom they
feel comfortable and
can relate,”
explains Lisa
Lennon about
the parentto-parent
arrangement.
While the
parents are
busy in one
classroom,
the children
are in another,
Sharon Arsenault
being tutored
one-on-one
in reading by
Harris-Stowe
students who, as education majors,
are taking courses in language arts,
reading and writing and children’s literacy. Prior to when the families arrive,
the Harris students receive training
specific to Rockwood from the reading
specialists, the same training the parents receive. Afterwards, the college
students meet up with the others for
dinner before pairing off to work with
their assigned students. “It’s valuable

“WHEN
PARENTS CAN
REINFORCE
WHAT THEIR
CHILDREN
LEARN AT
SCHOOL, THE
CHILDREN
WILL MAKE
MORE
PROGRESS.”

ACH PARENTS (continued)
for our students to apply the skills
and knowledge they have learned in
their college classes under the direction of elementary educators,” notes
Betty Porter
Walls, assistant
professor of
education at
Harris.
The strategies the reading specialists
teach cover fluency, accuracy,
comprehension
and expanding vocabulary
and include
the Six-Minute
Solution (Adam
Brown, 2004)
for reading fluency, the short
and long vowel
chart for developing accuracy
and the much
loved Beyonce
Bounce, used
Kevin Dabney
to decode
multi-syllable
words. They
learn how to work with students to
improve comprehension. And they
realize, thanks to the reading specialists’ frequent reminders, that children
grow and become more successful
when they read with someone.
Arsenault sums up the importance of the training: “When parents
are confident about working with
their children at home, they are more
apt to do it, which greatly benefits the
students.” She cites testing data on
the participating students showing
steady gains in reading. “In addition,
we’re seeing improved study skills,
better homework routines and more
organization from these students.”
Parent coach Kevin Dabney can
attest to the benefits that come from,
as he says, “being given the skills to
follow up at home with what my child
learns at school.” Since he and his
wife Lajoy joined the program, they
have been working more with their
daughter Amariyah, a second grader
at Westridge Elementary. “Reading
had been a challenge for her, but now

it’s fun,” Kevin Dabney points out,
attributing that change in attitude to
her improved skills. “When children
see their parents take an interest
in their education, they realize the
importance of it and
become more responsible.”
The Building
Bridges session
concludes with the
children joining
their parents for skill
practice on what each
of them learned that
night. Parents leave
with reading fluency
practice packets to be
completed by next
month’s meeting.
Simple incentives are
awarded to families
who complete them.
In addition, parties
also serve as incentives, according to
Arsenault, “because
it’s an opportunity
to celebrate achievements and build
relationships.”
It’s not enough to
say that Building Bridges is a winwin situation because the benefits
are multi-pronged. The children
win because their reading and study
skills are improving. The parents win
because their children are making
academic progress and more excited
about learning. And the college
students win because they gain valuable training and experience and earn
required professional development
credits in preparation for their future
careers.
Building Bridges could, in fact, be
described as a “win x 4” because the
Rockwood specialists have attended
education workshops where they
share with elementary educators and
college professors from across the
country information about the Building Bridges program and its success.
“It is our hope that other districts will
launch the program so that, little by
little, we can narrow the achievement
gap,” notes Arsenault. “It takes all of
us working on it to truly make a difference.”

“WHEN
CHILDREN SEE
THEIR PARENTS
TAKE AN
INTEREST IN THEIR
EDUCATION, THEY
REALIZE THE
IMPORTANCE OF
IT AND BECOME
MORE RESPONSIBLE.”

